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THE ROLE OF DEPOSIT
INSURANGE IN
FINANGIAL SEGTOR
STABILITY
BY

PROF. PETER N. UMOH-

1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

It might be necessary to start

services. ln other words,

financial institutions serve as 2-0
intermediaries in the financial
sector and provide borrowers
with loanable f unds in

explaining the terms involved
in the above topic. A Deposit
lnsurance Scheme (DlS) is an
arrangement whereby a

exchange for bonds,

f

guarantees deposits

financial sector is therefore
indispensable for the other
very important sector of the

in
insured financial institutions.

The guarantee is usually
limited to discourage moral
hazard, a situation where the

because such deposits are
fully insured. Also, most DIS

act as liquidators of failed
insured institutions whilst
some in addition act as
supervisors of the insured
institutions as well. it is
nctewortrytat in a DIS unlike in
ordinary insuran@, the insured
irstitrlbn payste prernium forhe
benefitdfedepcxibrs.

The financial sector of an
economy can be said to
consist of all institutions,
markets and instruments
having to do with money
claims. Thus, in a financial
institution, most of the assets
consist of claims rather than
goods, inventory, plant and

equipment. The claims
enable their holders upon
disposing of them to obtain
consumable goods and
.

assets.

designated agency (usually

financiers and depositors
would care little about the
saf ety of the deposits

2.1

promissory notes and other

government-owned)

1.2

PROF. PETER N. UMOH

1.3

inancial

The

THEGUARANTEER,INCIION

AND FINANCIAL SECTOR
STABIL]TY

It is important to stress that

the deposit insurance

schemes the world over are

intended to protect small
savers who form the largest
proportion of total depositors.
ln Nigeria, small depositors

economy - the real sector,
where goods are produced

with balances between

and distributed.

and the proposed maximum

Financial sector stability
requires that the financial

constitute about 80% of total
depositors. lt makes sense
therefore to protect this silent
majority because should they

sector

is not

uMulyfragile, prone

to disruptions caused by runs,
shodcs and eonornb doivnturns.
A stable financial system will
withstand occasional shocks

coverage

of

N1

N100,000

and business fluctuations.
The depositors in such a

panic and bombard some
banks to effect withdrawal,
the stability in the financial
sector would be shaken
moreso that the banking

system would not panic at
the first sign of a financial

the financial system. Such

sector is so very prominent in

problem. Therefore, financial

bank runs could cause major

sector stability is a much
sought-after commodity by
central bankers and deposit
insurers. lt can be argued

disruptions in the payments

that it is the quest for financial

system as well as pose a
severe threat to the banks
experiencing the run. lt is no
wonder therefore that small

sector stability that underlies

savers are singled out for the

supervision, lender of last

special protection in all the

resoil role of the Central Bank

countries with a deposit
insurance scheme so as to

and Deposit lnsurance - all
components of the financial
sector's safety-net. We can
now examine how a DIS
contributestofinancialsector 2.2

stability.

stability.

countries with deposit

sustain financial sector
Records show that in most

insurance (totalling 67 now),

Prof. P. N.Umoh is the Executive Director (Operations), Nigeria Deposit lnsurance
corporation. paper was detivered at the ff cBN seminar
for Finance Correspondents and Business Edltors.
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the maintenance of financial
stability had been the driving
force behind he establishment

subsequently declared

and

3.0

THESUPERVISORY
FUNCTIONAND
FINANCIALSECTOR
STABILITY

3.1

Banks are supervised to protect
depositors, consumers, ensure

some depositors are fully
compensated. The NDIC has

of today f ully paid all
depositors in nine (9)

of deposit insurance schemes.

For example, the much-

liquidated banks namely:
Nigeria Merchant Bank,
Amicable Bank, ABC

copied scheme in the United

States of America, the
Federal Deposit lnsurance

monetary stability and a

Corporation (FDIC) started in
1933 foltowing the banking

Merchant Bank, Pan African

competitive

Bank, Alpha Merchant

DIS that offers financial

crises that engulfed the

Bank, Kapital Merchant Bank,

guarantee and also superuises

American banking system
then. The crises led to

Premier Commercial Bank,

the banking sector like the
NDIC does, contributes

Rims Merchant Bank, and
ICON Limited (Merchant

systemic runs, the declaration
of a bank holiday and severe

2.3

immensely to financial sector

stability. One can recallthat

On the desire of traditional
insurance to participate in

the CBN had the onerous
responsibility alone, of
supervising all licensed
banks. Consequently, they
had difficulty meeting the

ln the early 1980's

assessment of the World
Bank, seven Nigerian banks
were found to be insolvent.

Yet, the country had no
mechanism to see to the
orderly exit of the insolvent

banks. Recall that

the

existence of insolvent banks
pollutes the banking system
as such banks tend to borrow
at distressed rates and also

deposit insurance,

it is

impodant to educate on the

problems of such an
arrangement. Traditional

12 months for each bank.
Meeting that best practice

are risks for which losses are

was possible when the NDIC

independent such that a

supplemented the superuisory
efforts of the CBN.

catastrophic aggregate loss

is extremely unlikely.

ln

deposit insurance, the insurer 3.2
would be exposed heavily to

adopt desperate measures
(oftentimes against approved

tp

banking practices) to stay in
business. The need to have

among the risks faced by the
insured institutions and the
magnitude of the exposures.

guarantee deposits of the

preffered examination cycle of

insurance only covers risks
that are insurable and those

contagious runs on insured
institutions. Such exposures
can not be elimenated even
with reinsurance because of

a government agency to

Supervision, a major pillar in

a banking safety-net,

contributes to financial sector
stability in a number of ways.

Through off-site surveillance

of banks using statutory
returns, the supervisor is able
to have early warning signals

corskJerable intedependence

of a bank's distress. Such
warning allows the supervisor
to propose remedies in time.
Unfortunately, the bane of this
important supervisory f unction

Fuilhennore, deposit insunance b
partes

failed banks and to handle the

mile h he sersehdhe

liquidation of such failed

whose risk{aking are to be

banks so as to avoid banking

cuftailed (bank owners and
managers) are different from
those that are protected - the

in Nigeria has been the

depositors and the banking

crises and instability led to
the NDIC Decree of 1988.
2.4

before NDIC came on stream,
2.5

It would be recalled that the
birth of NDIC too was equally
one of adverse circumstance.

nancial system. A

Bankers).

disruptions of economic
activities.

fi

perennial issue of unreliable
returns being received from

Perhaps I should at this point
comment on the uninformed
quest for full guarantee by the

system. Bankers pay premium
to the NDIC to prolect their
depositors and the banking

the supervised institutions.
Such returns are obviously
rendered to hide whatever
difficulties the banks might

ordinary insurance

NDIC and the desire by
to

system and one wonders how
many banks would agree to pay

warning signals are never

participate in deposit insurance.

premium to a private, traditional

provided through an analysis

As earlier mentioned, it is

insurance company to protect

of such returns.

against best practice to givefull

guarantee

to depositors

because of the aforementioned

problem of moralhazard. No
country with a DIS gives 1 00%

the Banks'

depositors,

particularly when such
protection is appropriately
priced?

have, with the result that early

3.3

ln addition to the offsite
surveillance of banks,
supervisors visit insured
banks to inspect their books
and affairs. Such inspections
provide the supervisor with

coverage except

when
liquidation dividends are
61
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useful information about the
ways and manner the banks
are being operated, that could

affect the stability of the
banks and the financial
system. By assessing a

guarantee with supervision

risk" Such is the challenge
presently facing Nigerian

and liquidation is best for
banking stability. Luckily, the

Nigerian financial sector

bank superuisors.

enjoys all three.
4.0

THEUOUIDATION

FUNCTIONAND
FINANCIALSECTOR
STABILITY

banl(s board and management

processes, internal controls,

credit creation

assist in the management of

and

4.3

and

4.1

liquidation function as such
challenges have the potential
of minimizing the contribution

The liquidation function is a

compliance with banking lawV

necessary accompaniment of

regulations, the supervisor

of the function to financial

makes recommendations

the guarantee function for a
DlS. ln Nigeria, forexample,

towards improving the health
status of the insured bank.

amount
guaranteed of N100,000

stability. First, is the difficulty

the maximum

(awaiting National Assembly

of recovering loan assets of
closed banks. ln many
cases, the loans were nol

can make quite a difference

approval) is bome bythe NDIC
whether or not a failed bank

properly booked: some loans
had no applications, where

between survival and
insolvency of a banking

has assets to be liquidated.
However, where assets are

collaterals were required,

institution. The continued

available (as they usually do),

where collaterals were

The faithful implementation of
examiners' recommendations

banking institution

such assets are sold
(physical assets like

and byextension, tothe stabillty

buildings) or recovered iioan
assets) and the proceeds are
used to pay depositors first,

of thefinancialsystem.

then creditors and last

survival and profitability of a

can
significantly contribute to the
stability of the banking sector

3.4 Over the years,

such were not obtained and

obtained, such were not
perfected. Some debtors
even alleged that they shared

loan proceeds with their
bankers and therefore see no
reason they alone should be

called upon

shareholders. The proceeds

of sale allow insured

the

depositors

supervisory activities in many

focused on barrks'

minimise the fragility o{ the

banks. Consequently,

emphasis had shifted to the
identification, measurement

and assessment of risk
management systems in
insured banks. The new
approach requires the
supervisors to concentrate on

those risks to which a bank
is exposed and to see how
the bank manages such risks.
Recently, the Vice Chairman
of the Board of Governors of

the Federal Reserve Bank in
the U. S. summed up the role

of supervisors in the new
approach when he said that
"... the objective of supervision

is certainly not to eliminate,
and perhaps not even to iower,

risk.taking. Rather, the

objective of supervision is to

Even in cases where legal
modgages were taken, such

depositors are able to recover
their entire deposits as in the
case of the nine banks earlier
enumerated.

been found not to significantly

4.2

mortgaged propedies can not

be easily sold by a bank
liquidator. Third, the liquidator
has been unabietofind buyers

The recovery of deposits

for some liquidated banks'
properties, especially those

beyond the guaranteed sum
should engender conf idence
in the banking system. Such

confidence is needed for
banking stability as well as
the stability of the larger 5.0
financial sector. When the
deposit insurer only pays the

would be engendered couid be

said to be minimal.

TH0'refore, one can make the

,argument that a deposit
guarantee is good for banking

stability; a deposit guarantee
with supervision is better for

stability; whilst a deposit
62

with short leases. These limit
the refund of depositors'funds
used to fund the assets.

OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS

OF NDIC TO FINANCIAL
SECTOR STABILITY

guaranteed sum without

liquidation dividents made
possible by the recovery of
assets, the confidence that

repay.

difiiculty in recovering bank
loans through our courts.

the

guaranteed amount. Some

compliance with rules and
regulations. Such focus had

to

Second, there is considerable

to recover their

deposits beyond

banking jurisdictions had

' .
; ,

to

faced by the NDIC in its

disbursement, capital, liquidity,

information systems

It is only appropriate

mention here the challenges

5.1

ln addition to the
fu

core

nctions of deposit guarantee,

supervision and bank
liquidation, the NDIC isa major
player in the financial sector.
The Corporation is a member

of the Financial Services
Reguilation and Coordinatin g

Cdm'ririttCe (FRSC). The
other.': mEinbers of the
Crilirmitt6e are the Central
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Bank of Nigeria,

Federal

5.3

Ministry of Finance, National
lnsurance Commission, The

Securities and Exchange

participants at this seminar
are urged to appreciate that

stability is not fostered by
speculative journalism.
Rather, financial journalists

insured bank.

Commission, The Nigerian
Stock Exchange, Corporate
Affairs Commission and the

Such
intervention in the past had
been occasioned by board
instability/quarrels and/or

National Board for Community

can support financial stability

by objective reporting and
positive

Banks. The Committee sees
to the harmonisation of laws

management's

emphasizing

incompetence or criminality.

developments in the financial

and regulations for the

A recent intervention was the

sector.

financial sector to ensure that
no regulatory and supervisory

reconstitution of the board

Bank

and management of the

of the North under

arbitrage is possible. The
forum also allows these

the

6.2

The promotion of banking

sector stability is

an

the f inancial sector to

the bank. When

exchange information for the
benefit of the stability of the
system.

interventions take place, the

important concern of the
NDIC and that is why the
concern is captured in our
Mission Statement. The

supervision of the NDIC to

regulators and supervisors of

5.2

banking distress. The

Also, the two institutions work
together to sustain stability in
the banking sector through
needed interventions in

ensure continued survival of

Aside from collaborating with

such

primary aim has always been

Corporation's contributions to

to protect depositors from
losses and the banking

banking sector stability, as
earlier discussed, are made

system f rom instability.

th roug

the CBN in supervision, the
NDIC works with the

Bankto

contain distress in the
banking sector. lnsured

h

ban

k

deposit

guarantee that covers about
6.0

CONCLUSION

6.1

Let me conclude

eighty (80%) percent of
depositors in our banks,
this

institutions that are solvent

presentation by cong ratulating

but illiquid have been able to
access the financial support
of the Corporation delivered
through acceptance of the
institutions' accommodation
bills that are discountable at
the CBN. Such support had in
the past warded off instability

the CBN for this seminar

in the banking sector.

given the rumours making the

which I understand is the fifth

for finance correspondents
and business editors. The
theme "Financial Sector

through efficient liquidation of
closed banks and payment of

liquidation dividends to
depositors with deposits
above the guaranteed sum.
Also, the NDIC contributes to

banking stability through

Stability: lssues and
Challenges" is not only

offsite and onsite supervision

appropriate but

assistance to illiquid institutions
and collaboration with the CBN
in forestalling financial distress.

quite timely

rounds about unfounded

of insured banks, financial
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